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Back circulant Latin squares and the inuence of a setL F Fitina, Jennifer Seberry and Ghulam R ChaudhryCentre for Computer Security ResearchSchool of Information Technology and Computer ScienceUniversity of WollongongNSW 2522AustraliaOctober 1, 1999AbstractWe dene the notions of nest and inuence of a subset of a critical set of a back circulantlatin square, and study their properties. We also show that a secret sharing scheme basedon a critical set of a latin square is both compartmentalised, and hierachical.1 IntroductionA latin square L of order n is a nn array with entries chosen from a set N of size n, such thateach element of N occurs precisely once in each row and column. Thus L may be thought of asa set of triples (i; j; k), where k = i+ j is the entry in cell (i; j). L is said to be backcirculant ifN = f0; 1; : : : ; n  1g, and k = i+ j mod n 8 i; j 2 N . Let L be a back circulant latin squareof order n given by L = f(i; j; i+ j)g with addition reduced modulo n. If A is any subset of L,we call the set of cells in A the shape of A. A is called a critical set of L, if (i) L is the onlylatin square of order n which has element k in position (i; j) for each (i; j; k) 2 A, and (ii) noproper subset of A satises (i). A set A  L having property (i) is called uniquely completableand each element in it is also said to be uniquely completable. Every subset A of L is said tobe uniquely lled or llable. Let n 32  r  n   2. Donovan and Cooper [3] proved that the setC = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; r and j = 0; : : : ; r   ig[f(i; j; i+ j) : i = r + 2; : : : ; n  1 and j = r + 1  i; : : :n  1gwith n 32  r  n   2, is a critical set in L. Note that C is the union of two triangles, whichwe call the upper triangle and the lower triangle. If B  C is a subset of the critical set denethe nest N (B) of B to be the union of C n B and the set that can be uniquely lled whenB is deleted from C. Dene the inuence-set of B, denoted I(B), to be the shape of the setfL n [fN (b) : b 2 Bg. The number jI(B)j is called the inuence of B, and denoted by (B).The set I(C) is called the strong box of L. A set B  C is said to have perfect inuence ifB [N (B) = C. A collection K of partial latin squares I is called a latin collection if the entriesin the cells of each row (and column) of each I 2 K are the same as those in the correspondingrow (and column) of every other partial square in K, and if the intersection of all the partiallatin squares, regarded as sets of triples, is empty. A latin interchange pair is a latin collectionof size 2. (See also [3] for an equivalent denition.) Elements of a latin interchange pair arecalled latin interchanges, and each is called the disjoint mate of the other. If A is a set and x is1
any element, we will often write xA for the set fxg [A. Let x; y 2 C. We write x; y (x leadsto y) if there exist sets A;B  C with non-perfect inuences, such that the following conditionshold:LT1 x =2 A; x =2 B; y =2 A; y 2 BLT2 xA has perfect inuenceLT3 A [B has perfect inuenceLT4 A [B0 does not have perfect inuence, for any proper subset B0 of B.We say x is more inuential than y, and write x  ! y ifMI1 There is a nite sequence of the form: x; z1 ; z2 ; : : : zm ; yandMI2 There is no nite sequence of the above form from y to x.If x; y 2 C, we dene the relation x  y () (x) = (y). Clearly  is an equivalence relation.For any x 2 C, dene [x] to be the equivalence class of x. Dene the index of C to be the totalnumber of inuence classes.We give now an example to illustrate some of these denitions:Example 1 Consider the critical set for the 9 9 back circulant latin square:0 1 2 31 2 32 33 44 54 5 64 5 6 7Let  = (0; 0; 0);  = (8; 8; 7); 1 = (8; 5; 4); col = (7; 8; 6). The nests and inuence-sets ofthese entries are as follows:1 2 31 2 32 3 13 1 21 2 31 2 3 41 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 6 7Nest of 
* * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * ** * * ** * ** * Inuence-set of 2
0 1 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 62 3 4 5 63 4 5 64 5 65 6 46 4 54 5 64 5 6Nest of 
* ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * *Inuence-set of 0 1 2 3 6 7 81 2 3 7 8 02 3 8 0 13 0 1 21 2 32 3 43 4 54 5 65 6 7Nest of 1
* ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * *Inuence-set of 10 1 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 52 3 4 53 4 54 55 44 54 58 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7Nest of col
* * ** * * ** * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * *Inuence-set of colIt can be seen on inspection, that the sets f; g and f; 1; colg have perfect inuence. LetA = fg, and B = f1; colg. Clearly,  =2 A;  =2 B; 1 =2 A and 1 2 B. A = f; g hasperfect inuence. Similarly, A [ B = f; 1; colg has perfect inuence. On the other hand, itcan be easily veried that neither 1A = f; 1g, nor colA = f; colg has perfect inuence.Thus by denition, ; 1. Note also that 1 ; . Similarly ; col, but it is not true thatcol ; , therefore   ! col, or  is more inuential than col.Conjecture 1 For any x; y 2 C, x; y =) (x)  (y).Conjecture 2 Let L be a back circulant Latin square of odd order n and critical set C, withr = n 32 . Then the index of C is r.In this paper we study the inuence of sets that are subsets of the critical sets C discussedabove. 3
2 Some general resultsIn this section we calculate the nests and the sizes of these nests for dierent entries of the crit-ical set. These will be useful in the later sections where we calculate the inuence of certain sets.In the following lemmas we show that some rows, columns and diagonals can be completedafter the deletion of an element.Lemma 1 Suppose (i; j; k) is deleted from the lower triangle of the critical set C. Then everycolumn ; j <   n   1 can be uniquely lled, and every row ; i <   n   1 can similarly beuniquely lled.Similarly if (i; j; k) was in the upper triangle then columns ; 0   < j can be lled, as canrows ; 0   < i.Proof. Neither row  nor column  depend on the information contained in row i or j, andthus can be lled uniquely. 2We now show that some diagonals can be lled.Lemma 2 Let the critical set C beC = f(i; j; i+ j) : i = 0; : : : ; r and j = 0; : : : ; r  ig[ f(i; j; i+ j) : i = r + 2; : : : ; n  1 and j = r + 1  i; : : : ; n  1g;where (n  3)=2  r  n  2.1. If (i; j; k) is deleted from the lower triangle, then every cell (u; v), with 0  u; v < k, andr < u+ v < k can be lled with entry u+ v.2. If (i; j; k) is deleted from the upper triangle, then every cell (u; v), with k+1 < u; v  n 1and k < u+ v  r can be lled with entry u+ v.Proof. We will prove only the rst part, since the proof of the second part will be similar:The set C, with (i; j; k) deleted from the lower triangle, and represented by *, is as follows:0 1 . . . r1 . . . r. . . rr r+1. . .r+1 * n 3r+1 . . . n 3 n 2The element r + 1 occurs in rows r + 2 to n   1. Thus in column 0, there is only one cell thatcan be lled by r+ 1, and that is position (r+ 1; 0). Fill this. Consider now cell (r; 1). Elementr + 1 occurs once in each of the rows r + 1; : : : ; n   1. Thus there is only one cell that can be4
lled with r + 1, and that is (r; 1). Similarly, one can show, that each of the other cells in thediagonal f(u; v; u+ v) : 0  u  r + 1; 0  v  r + 1; u+ v = r + 1gcan be lled. A similar proof can be made for each of the other diagonals given above. 2Lemma 3 Suppose (i; j; k) is deleted from C. Apart from the empty positions given in lemmas1 and 2, no other empty position in the partial latin square can be uniquely lled.Proof. To help understand the proof we give below an example of a partial latin square oforder 9. This partial latin square has been obtained by deleting the entry (7; 7; 5) from thecritical set given in Example 1, and then obtaining the nest of this entry, by applying Lemmas1 and 2. We claim that no empty entry in this partial latin square can be uniquely lled.0 1 2 3 4 81 2 3 4 02 3 4 13 4 24 344 54 68 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7We now give the proof of the lemma. Suppose that the entry (i; j; k = i+ j) was deleted fromthe lower triangle in C. From Lemma 1 each of the rows ; i <   n  1 can be uniquely lled,as can every column ; j <   n   1. By lemma 2, each of the cells (u; v), with 0  u; v < kand r < u+ v < k can be uniquely lled.Of the unlled cells, the cells (r + 2; 0); (0; r+ 2); (i; 0); and (0; j) have the most informationpertaining to them; that is, the union of the row and column containing each of these cells havemore non-empty cells than any of the other cells. Thus we need only show that these cells cannotbe uniquely lled.Now row i contains each of the elements i; i+1; : : : ; k 1; k+1; : : : ; r, and column j the elementsj; j+1; : : : ; k 1; k+1; : : : ; r. Thus any of the elements 0; 1; : : : ; minfi; jg 1; k; r+1; r+2; : : : ; n 1 can ll cell (i; j), and so (i; j) cannot be uniquely lled. Consequently no other empty cell inrow i can be uniquely lled, and no other empty cell in column j can be uniquely lled. Thusneither cell (i; 0) nor cell (0; j) can be uniquely lled. Since cell (i; 0) cannot be uniquely lled,no empty cell in column 0 can be uniquely lled, and thus cell (r + 2; 0) cannot be uniquelylled. Similarly, since cell (0; j) cannot be uniquely lled, no empty cell in row 0 can be lled.Similar arguments can be used if an entry was deleted from the upper triangle in C. 2We now summarise the above results as follows:Theorem 3 Let C be the critical set given in the beginning. If an entry (i; j; k = i + j) isdeleted from the lower triangle in C, then every column , j <   n   1, and every row ,i <   n   1 can be uniquely lled, as can every cell (u; v), with r < u+ v  k   1. These arediagonals in the upper triangle, going from the upper right to the lower left. No other empty cell5
can be lled uniquely. Having lled these cells, the resulting partial latin square has sizejN (f(i; j;k)g)j= cr  1 + n 1X=i+1[n  (   (r+ 1))] + n 1X=j+1[n  (  (r + 1))] + kX=r+2where cr is the size of the original critical set, the rst summation is the number of entries lledin the rows , the second summation gives the number of entries lled in the columns , and thelast summation gives the number of entries in the diagonals that are lled.Similarly, if an entry (i; j; k) is deleted from the upper triangle in C, thenjN (f(i; j;k)g)j= cr  1 + i 1X=0[n+    r   1] + j 1X=0[n+   r   1] + n k 2X=n r 1or jN (f(i; j;k)g)j= cr  1 + iX=1[n+    r   2] + jX=1[n+   r   2] + n k 2X=n r 1Here the rst summation is the number of entries lled in the rows , the second summation isthe number of columns lled, and the third summation is the number of diagonals that are lled.Proof. The proof follows from the above lemmas. 2Now, the critical set has size:cr = 12[(r+ 1)(r+ 2) + (n  r   2)(n  r   1)]Lemma 4 The above summations may be simplied as follows:S1. Pn 1=i+1[n  (   (r + 1))] = (n  i  1)(n+ r + 1)  12 [n(n  1)  i(i+ 1)]S2. Pn 1=j+1[n  (  (r + 1))] = (n  j   1)(n+ r + 1)  12 [n(n  1)  j(j + 1)]S3. Pi=1[n+    r   2] = i2 [2(n  r   2) + (i+ 1)]S4. Pj=1[n+   r   2] = j2 [2(n  r  2) + (j + 1)]S5. Pk=r+2  = 12 [k(k+ 1)  (r+ 1)(r+ 2)]S6. Pn k 2=n r 1  = 12 [(n  k   2)(n  k   1)  (n  r   2)(n  r   1)] 2We note that S1 and S2 are the same function, which we will denote by f . This function denotesthe total number of entries in the rows or columns that are lled, when an entry is deleted fromthe lower triangle of C. Also, S3 and S4 represent the same function, which we denote by f ,which gives the total number of entries in the rows or columns that are lled, when an entry isdeleted from the upper triangle of C. We relabel S5 by the function notation g, which gives thetotal number of entries in the diagonals that are lled when an entry is deleted from the lowertriangle of C. Similarly, we relabel S6 by the function g, which gives the total number of entriesin the diagonals that are lled when an entry is deleted from the upper triangle of C. That is:1. f(r; x) = (n  x  1)(n+ r + 1)  12 [n(n  1)  x(x+ 1)]6
2. f(r; x) = x2 [2(n  r   2) + (x+ 1)]3. g(k; r) = 12 [k(k+ 1)  (r+ 1)(r+ 2)]4. g(k; r) = 12 [(n  k   2)(n  k   1)  (n  r   2)(n  r   1)]Then,Theorem 4 The number of cells that can be completed after deletion of an element from thelower triangle and upper triangle, respectively, are:1. If (i; j; k) is deleted from the lower triangle in C, thenjN ((i; j; k))j= f (r; j)+ f(r; i) + g(k; r) + cr  1:and2. if (i; j; k) is deleted from the upper triangle in C, thenjN ((i; j; k))j= f (r; j)+ f(r; i) + g(k; r) + cr  1; 2Theorem 5 If x and y are any two triples in C, then N (fx; yg) = N (fxg)\ N (fyg).Proof. Since fx; yg  fxg therefore N (fx; yg)  N (fxg). Similarly, N (fx; yg)  N (fyg).Thus taking intersections, we get N (fx; yg) N (fxg)\N (fyg).We now need to show that N (fxg) \ N (fyg)  N (fx; yg). If z 2 N (fxg) \ N (fyg), thenz 2 N (fxg) and z 2 N (fyg). That is, z can be uniquely lled after both elements x and y havebeen deleted from C. But then z 2 N (fx; yg). 2Theorem 6 If b1; b2; : : : ; bn are any n distinct elements in B, thenN (fb1g) \N (fb2g)\ : : :\N (fbng) = N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bng):Proof. Trivially, N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bng)  N (fb1g) \N (fb2g)\ : : :\N (fbng);so we need to show thatN (fb1g) \N (fb2g)\ : : :\N (fbng)  N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bng):Suppose that for some k  n,N (fb1g) \N (fb2g)\ : : :\N (fbkg)  N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg):We want to show thatN (fb1g) \N (fb2g)\ : : :\N (fbk+1g)  N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bk+1g):Now N (fb1g)\ N (fb2g) \ : : :\ N (fbkg) \N (fbk+1g) N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg)\N (fbk+1g)If z 2 N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg) \ N (fbk+1g) then z 2 N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bkg) and z 2 N (fbk+1g). Thatis, z can be uniquely lled after the elements b1; b2; : : : ; bk; bk+1 are deleted from C, and thusz 2 N (fb1; b2; : : : ; bk+1g). From this and the above theorem the proof follows. 27
Corollary 1 Let L and C be as above.1. Then for any set B  C, N (B) = \fN (fbg) : b 2 Bg:and2. For any two sets A;B  C, N (A [ B) = N (A)\ N (B).Proof. We shall prove only 2. Let A = fa1; : : : ; asg, and B = fb1; : : : ; btg. ThenN (A [B) = N (fa1; : : : ; as; b1; : : : ; btg)= N (fa1g) \ : : :\ N (fasg)\N (fb1g) \ : : :\ N (fbtg)= N (A)\ N (B) 23 Latin CollectionsRemark. Let A be a set of cells. A way of showing that no cell in A can be lled uniquely,would be to show that there exists a latin collection where each element of the collection hasthe same shape as A. We present below a couple of examples of such collections.The partial latin square below is a critical set C with unique completion next to it:0 1 2 31 2 32 33 0 1 2 3 41 2 3 4 02 3 4 0 13 4 0 1 24 0 1 2 3Example 2 If x = (0; 0; 0) then C n fxg has the following partial completion and full comple-tions: 1 2 31 2 32 3 13 1 21 2 3 0 1 2 3 41 2 3 4 02 3 4 0 13 4 0 1 24 0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 01 2 3 0 42 3 0 4 13 0 4 1 20 4 1 2 3The partial latin square on the above left is in fact the nest of the entry x = (0; 0; 0). Thecompletions on the right are completions from C n fxg. The bold entries in the two completelatin squares indicate the entries that have no unique completion ... these sets of entries in factform latin interchanges, with each set being the disjoint mate of the other. Note that a pair oflatin interchanges form a latin collection of size 2.Example 3 If x = (0; 1; 1) then C n fxg has the following partial completion and full comple-tions: 8
0 2 31 2 32 33 24 2 3 0 1 2 3 41 2 3 4 02 3 4 0 13 4 0 1 24 0 1 2 3 0 4 2 3 11 2 3 0 42 3 4 1 03 0 1 4 24 1 0 2 3 0 4 2 3 11 2 3 0 42 3 1 4 03 0 4 1 24 1 0 2 3The set of non-empty cells in the partial latin square on the extreme left indicates the nest ofthe entry x = (0; 1; 1). The three latin squares to the right are three completions from C n fxg.These three full latin squares are necessary to show that each cell that is in bold type can belled at least two ways. The three sets in bold make up a latin collection.4 Inuence of a setTheorem 7 For any x 2 C, x 2 I(fxg), and for any y 2 C, such that x 6= y; x =2 I(fyg).Proof. By denition I(fxg) = L n N (fxg). Since N (fxg) cannot contain x, thereforex 2 I(fxg). Also, by denition, C n fxg  N (fxg), and therefore y 2 N (fxg). That is,y =2 I(fxg). 2Theorem 8 The inuence-set of a set B  C is the intersection of the inuence-sets of itselements. 2Proof. If B  C then by denitionI(B) = L n [fN (b) : b 2 Bg= \fL n N (b) : b 2 Bg= \fI(b) : b 2 Bg 2Theorem 9 For any two elements x; y 2 C such that x 6= y; x =2 I(fx; yg), and y =2 I(fx; yg).Proof. We have that I(fx; yg) = I(fxg)\ I(fyg). Since x =2 I(fyg) and y =2 I(fxg) we havethe required result. 2Corollary 2 For any set A  C, with jAj  2, A \ I(A) = . 2Theorem 10 Let L be a back circulant Latin square of order n with critical set C. If the lower(or upper) triangle in C has only one element, then there exists exactly one element havingperfect inuence.Proof. Suppose the lower triangle in C consists of only a single entry. Delete this entry. Thenno empty entry can be uniquely completed. 2Notation 1 For ease of notation, we will denote the points on the boundaries of the two trianglesby special symbols. In the upper triangle, let:1.  = (0; 0; 0), 9
2. 1 = (r; 0; r),3. 2 = (0; r; r),4. row be any entry in row 0, between  and 1, exclusive5. col be any entry in column 0, between  and 2, exclusive6. diag be any entry in the largest diagonal from lower left to upper right, in the uppertriangle, between 1 and 2, exclusive.In the lower triangle, let:1.  = (n  1; n  1;n  2),2. 1 = (n  1; r+ 2; r+ 1),3. 2 = (r+ 2; n  1; r+ 1),4. row be any entry in row n   1, between 1 and , exclusive5. col be any entry in column n  1, between 2 and , exclusive6. diag be any entry in the largets diagonal from the lower left to upper right, in the lowertriangle, between 1 and 2, exclusive.We rst calulate the nest of each of the six corner entries of the two triangles in C.Theorem 11 Let L and C be the latin square and critical set discussed above. Then the sixcorner entries in the two triangles of C, have the following nests:1. N () = f(u; v; u+ v) : 1 < u; v  n  1 and 0 < u+ v  rg [ C n fg2. N () = f(u; v; u+ v)) : 0  u; v < n  2 and r < u+ v < n  2g [ C n fg.3. N (1) = f(r + 1; 0; r+ 1); : : : ; (n  1; 0;n  1); (r; 1; r+ 1); : : : ; (n  1; 1; 0); : : : ;(2; r  1; r+ 1); : : : ; (n  1; r  1; r  2)g [ C n f1g4. N (2) = f(0; r+1; r+1); : : : ; (0; n 1;n 1); (1; r; r+1); : : : ; (1; n 1; 0); : : : ; (r 1; 2; r+1); : : : ; (r  1; n  1; r  2)g [ C n f2g5. N (1) = (0; r+3; r+3); : : : ; (n 3; r+3; r); (0; r+4; r+4); : : : ; (n 4; r+4; r); : : : ; (0; n 1;n  1); : : : ; (r+ 1; n  1; r)g [ C n f1g6. N (2) = f(r+3; 0; r+3); : : : ; (r+3; n  3; r); (r+4; 0; r+4); : : : ; (r+4; n  4; r); : : : ; (n 1; 0;n  1); : : : ; (n  1; r+ 1; r)g [ C n f2g.Proof. Apply lemmas 1,2 and 3 2Corollary 3 Let L and C be the latin square and critical set as given above, of order n. Thenfor some choices of ((i; j; k) :1. jN ()j = 12 [(n  2)(n  1) + (r+ 1)(r+ 2)]  12. jN ()j = 12 [(n  2)(n  1) + (n  r   2)(n  r   1)]  110
3. jN (1)j = 12 [(n  r   2)(n+ r   1) + 2(r+ 1)2]  14. jN (2)j = 12 [(n  r   2)(n+ r   1) + 2(r+ 1)2]  15. jN (1)j = (n  r   3)(n+ r + 1) + 12 [(n  r   2)(n  r   1) + 2(r+ 2)2   n(n  1)]  16. jN (2)j = (n  r   3)(n+ r + 1) + 12 [(n  r   2)(n  r   1) + 2(r+ 2)2   n(n  1)]  12In the case where n is odd, we have:Theorem 12 Let L be a latin square of order n  9, let r = n 32 for n odd, and r = n 22 for neven. Then the following pairs of entries have perfect inuence:1. f; g.2. f1; 1g3. f2; 2gProof.1. If  is deleted then every diagonal below the main diagonal going from lower left to upperright, except the main diagonal and the one immediately below it, can be lled. Also,if  is deleted, then every diagonal, above the main diagonal going from lower left toupper right, except the main diagonal and the one immediately above it, can be lled.No diagonal above the main diagonal can intersect a diagonal below the main diagonal.(Indeed no two diagonals can intersect). That is, N () \ N () = C n f; g, and we'redone. Thus the pair f; g have perfect inuence.2. If 1 is deleted then every column ; 0    r   1, can be lled. No other row, columnor diagonal can be lled. If 1 is deleted, then every column ; r + 3    n   1, canbe lled. No other row, column or diagonal can be lled. Here again, the inuences of 1and 1 have no intersection outside of the critical set, so N (1) \ N (1) = C n f1; 1g.That is, the pair f1; 1g have perfect inuence.3. If 2 is deleted then every row ; 0    r   1, can be lled. No other row, columnor diagonal can be lled. If 2 is deleted, then every row, ; r + 3    n   1, can belled. No other row, column or diagonal can be lled. The inuences of 2 and 2 haveno intersection outside of the critical set, and so N (f2; 2g) = C n f2; 2g. Thus thepair f2; 2g have perfect inuence. 2Theorem 13 Let L be a Latin square of odd order, and let r = n 32 . Then the following setsof three entries each have perfect inuence:1. f; row = (n 1; s; s 1); col = (t; n 1; t 1)g, where r+2  s  n 2; and 3r s+2 t  n  2.2. f; row = (0; s; s); col = (t; 0; t)g; where 1  s; t  r and s + t = r + 13. f1; 2; diagg 11
4. f1; 2; diagg5. f; 1; rowg6. f; 2; colg7. f; 1; rowg8. f; 2; colgProof.1. Suppose  is deleted. Then each of the diagonals, below the main diagonal going fromlower left to upper right, except the main diagonal, and the diagonal immediately below themain diagonal, can be lled. The other two entries deleted are from the lower triangle. Anydiagonal in the upper triangle that is lled after the deletion of any of these entries cannotintersect with the set of elements completed after the deletion of , outside of C, and so weneed not consider any such diagonal. From the results in section 2, we need only check thatrow t+ 1, and column s+ 1 do not intersect outside of C. But since the smallest sum of sand t is r+1, and the largest is n 2, we obtain the required result. That is, for the given sand t values, N (f; (n 1; s; s 1); (t; n 1; t 1)g) = Cnf; (n 1; s; s 1); (t; n 1; t 1)g.2. If  is deleted then each diagonal, above the main diagonal going from lower left to upperright, except the main diagonal, and the diagonal immediately above the main diagonal,can be lled. The other two entries are deleted from the upper triangle. Similar to theproof of (1.) above, we need only show that row t   1 and column s   1 intersect insideC. But this is tantamaount to showing that 0  t   1 + s   1  r, and this can be easilyachieved from the inequalities dening s and t above.3. If 1 is deleted, then each of the columns ; 0    r   1 can be completed. Noother row, column or diagonal can be completed. If 2 is deleted, then each of the rows; 0    r   1 can be completed. No other row, column or diagonal can be completed.The set of entries that can be completed after the deletion of both 1 and 2 is preciselythe intersection of the sets of entries that can be completed after the deletion of each ofthese elements seperately. This set is the region bounded by the diagonal above the maindiagonal from lower left to upper right, (but excluding this diagonal), and column r androw r, again excluding these row and column. The entries that can be completed afterdeletion of diag will occur in rows below the row containing diag and in columns to theright of the column containing diag. This row and column cannot intersect the above setof lled entries discussed above, and so N (f1; 2; diagg) = C n f1; 2; diagg. Thus wehave perfect inuence.4. The proof is similar to the proof of the above.5. If  is deleted then all the diagonals below the main diagonal going from the lower left tothe upper right, except the main diagonal and the diagonal immediately below it, can belled. If 1 is deleted then each of the columns to the left of the column containing 1 canbe lled. These sets of lled entries intersect in a region to the left of the lower triangle ofC, and below the main diagonal. If row is deleted then any lled entries will occur in thecolumns to the right of column containing this entry. Thus the intersection of this set oflled entries, and the set of entries lled on deletion of , occurs to the right of the lowertriangle, and below the main diagonal. Clearly the two intersections do not themselvesintersect. Thus N (f; 1; rowg) = C n f; 1; rowg.12
6. The proof is similar to the above.7. The proof is similar to the above.8. The proof is similar to the above. 2Theorem 14 The following set of four entries has perfect inuence:frow; col; row; colgProof. The set of entries that can be completed after the deletion of both the entries rowand col will occur entirely above the main diagonal going from lower left to upper right. Theset of entries that can be completed after the deletion of both the entries, row and col, willlie entirely below the diagonal going from lower left to upper right. Thus the two sets have anempty intersection, giving N (frow; col; row; colg) = C n frow; col; row; colg. Thus the sethas perfect inuence. 2Theorem 15 The strong box I(C) is given byL n [fN ();N ();N (1);N (2);N (1);N (2)gand has size 0  (C)  6for n even, and 0  (C)  7for n odd.Proof. If  is deleted then every diagonal below the main diagonal going from lower left toupper right can be completed, except the main diagonal and the diagonal immediately belowit. This is the maximum number of diagonals that can be lled on deletion of any set fromC. Also, if  is deleted, then we can ll all the diagonals above the main diagonal, exclud-ing the main diagonal, and the one immediately above it. This is the maximum number ofdiagonals that can be lled above the main diagonal. Similarly the deletion of the remainingentries gives the maximum number of rows, and columns that can be lled. Thus the cellsthat are not in the union of the nests of these elements must form the inuence of C. That is,I(C) = L n [fN ();N ();N (1);N (2);N (1);N (2)gIf r = n   2 then C consists of only the upper triangle. It is easy to check that the unionof the nests of the entries cover the whole latin square. Thus there is no inuence when all theseentries are deleted. That is, I(C) = , so (C) = 0.Let n be even, and r = n 22 . Then the union of the nests of the above entries cover all the columnsexcept columns r to r+2, all rows except rows r to r+2, all the diagonals going from lower left toupper right, except those diagonals beginning from the cells (n  2; 0); (n  1; 0); (n  1; 1). Thisunion covers all entries, except the entries (r; r); (r; r+1); (r; r+ 2); (r+ 1; r); (r+1; r+ 1); (r+2; r+2). Thus I(C) = (r; r); (r; r+1); (r; r+2); (r+1; r); (r+1; r+1); (r+2; r+2), and (C) = 6.Let n be odd, and r = n 32 . Then the union of the nests of these entries cover all cells,13
except (r; r+ 1); (r; r+ 2); (r+ 1; r); (r+ 1; r+ 1); (r+ 1; r+ 2); (r+ 2; r); (r+ 2; r + 1). Thus,I(C) = r; r + 1); (r; r+ 2); (r + 1; r); (r + 1; r + 1); (r + 1; r + 2); (r + 2; r); (r+ 2; r + 1), and(C) = 7. 25 A hierachy of inuenceClearly,Theorem 16 For any three elements x; y; z 2 C, x  ! y and y  ! z =) x  ! z. 2Example 4 Consider the critical set for the 7 7 back circulant latin square:0 1 21 22 33 43 4 5Let  = (0; 0; 0); 1 = (0; 2; 2); 2 = (2; 0; 2); row = (0; 1; 1); col = (1; 0; 1); diag = (1; 1; 2);  =(6; 6; 5); 1 = (6; 4; 3); 2 = (4; 6; 3); row = (6; 5; 4); col = (5; 6; 4); diag = (5; 5; 3). The nests ofthese entries are as follows:1 21 22 11 21 2 31 2 3 41 2 3 4 5Nest of  0 11 22 33 44 5 35 6 3 46 0 3 4 5Nest of 10 1 2 3 4 5 61 2 3 4 5 6 033 43 4 5Nest of 2 0 21 223 24 2 35 2 3 46 2 3 4 5Nest of row0 1 2 3 4 5 622 22 32 3 42 3 4 5Nest of col 0 1 2 3 4 5 61234 35 3 46 3 4 5Nest of diag14
0 1 2 3 41 2 3 42 3 43 44 33 43 4Nest of  0 1 2 5 61 2 6 02 0 11 22 33 44 5Nest of 10 1 21 225 6 0 1 2 3 46 0 1 2 3 4 5Nest of 2 0 1 2 3 61 2 3 02 3 13 233 43 5Nest of row0 1 2 31 2 32 33 336 0 1 2 3 4 5Nest of col 0 1 2 61 2 02 12346 0 1 2 3 4 5Nest of diagFrom inspection of the nests, we nd that the following sets have perfect inuence:1. f; g2. f; 1g; f; 2g; f; diagg; f1; 2g; f1; colg; f2; rowg3. f; 1g; f; 2g; f; diagg; f1; 2g; f1; col; f2; rowg4. f1; 1g; f2; 2g5. f; row; colg; f; row; colg6. frow; col; row; colgFrom these perfect inuence sets we have that  ; row;  ; col, and  ; row;  ; col.That is,  is more inuential than row and col, etc. In terms of perfect inuence, it means,for example, that given any set A of non-perfect inuence, if rowA has perfect inuence, thenA will also have perfect inuence. Similarly, if frow; colg [A has perfect inuence, then Awill also have perfect inuence.The table below is obtained by replacing each entry in C with its inuence:15
29 30 2930 3029 2930 3029 30 29That is, () = () = (1) = (2) = (1) = (2) = 29;(row) = (col) = (diag) = (row) = (col) = (diag) = 30:So [] = f; ; 1; 2; 1; 2g and [row] = frow; col; row; colg:That is, the index of C is 2.A secret sharing scheme is a method of dividing a secret S among a set P of participants in sucha way that only authorised subsets of P can reconstruct the secret by pooling their information.A secret sharing scheme based on a critical set of a latin square would have each triple associatedwith the critical set distributed as shares. If the size of the critical set is t then this is a t-out-of-tscheme. (See for example [1])In general the critical sets we have looked at are unions of two triangles of triples, one inthe upper left hand corner, denoted UL, and the other in the lower right hand corner, denotedRL. In such a case the scheme is compartmentalised, as elements of both compartments areneeded to complete the latin square.We have seen that some triples have more inuence than others. For example in the abovediagram the triple  is more inuential than 1 and 2. Thus the scheme is not only compart-mentalised, but hierachical as well.Supposing that x  ! y. How many nite sequences of the form x ; x1 ; : : : ; xn ; yare there? What is the length (ie the number of entries in the chain) of the longest such se-quence? How does this length relate to the index of C, if at all? These and similar questionsseem worthy of further investigation.References[1] J.Cooper, D.Donovan and J.Seberry. Secret sharing schemes arising from Latin squares,Bulletin of the Institute of Combinatorics and its Applications, September, (1994), 33-43.[2] D.Curran and G.H.J.Van Rees. Critical sets in Latin squares, in Proc. Eighth ManitobaConference on Numer. Math. and Computing, (1978), 165-168.[3] D.Donovan and Joan Cooper, Critical sets in back circulant latin squares, AequationesMathematicae 52 (1996) 157-179.[4] J.Nelder. Critical sets in Latin squares, CSIRO Div. of Math. and Stats, Newsletter, 38,(1977). 16
